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Blockchain enthusiastic programmer and author. My Telegram: ksshilovAre you currently stay away from the volatility and plummeting prices of the current crypto-market? It's a natural reaction, especially in such unpredictable times. The media draws the public's attention to the negatives, but experienced investors see a downturn in any market for what it really is: a great
opportunity. Sure, many lose a lot of money during the panic of a cryptocurrency crash or sell off. But, those who know what they are doing have the range of tools needed to make big profits during this period. Here are five of the best ways to turn a profit during the turmoil in the cryptocurrency market, and how you can easily leverage all of them at once in order to make the most
of the current opportunities 1 market: ScalpingScalping is a strategy to take advantage of small market movements, quickly enter and exit positions over the course of a day, or maybe even an hour. The key to doing as many successful small transactions as possible avoiding losses - you don't need high returns per trade, it should probably be aimed at maintaining a higher
win/lose relationship. Usually, the size of winning and losing transactions is almost the same, a very small percentage of the entire portfolio, so you need to earn more often to be at a profit. Some strategies allow you to lose the majority of transactions, but still make money by winning only a couple of big transactions. The scalpel is completely opposite. Scalper traders usually try
to avoid high volatility, because for them, it is unpredictable. The best situation for a scalper is a delicate calm market with little to no volume. A thin market also has huge spreads between offers and calls, which allows scalpers to easily take advantage of these gaps by buying on one side, and selling on the other. Pros: The scalpel is considered relatively safe. It employs very
short time frames, so it is possible to exit the trade at any time if something goes wrong. Also, if you have a number of bad transactions, you can always stop and take a break to relax and relax. You always control how much you earn and lose. Cons: Requires some experience in reading indicators, requires patience and discipline. The scalper trader must watch charts closely,
staying close to the trading terminal, to be able to react quickly to the changes Market. Also, scalpers have to compete with trading bots that also try to use scalp opportunities, and can be more effective because they never get tired. Strategy 2: Buy the Dips and HoldTo new investors may seem counterintuitive, but a drop in the price of each asset is a great opportunity to buy.
Especially big drops. Assuming it is a strong asset, the price will go back up when the market regains confidence. This strategy even has its own abbreviation (BTFD) (BTFD) Quick look at the price of Bitcoin in recent years reveals a strong upward trend, but also times where the price was finished and undervalued. Since most buyers and sellers are regular people rather than
professional traders, the cryptocurrency market is extremely sensitive to media hype and news. When the news is good, people rush to buy overpriced cryptocurrencies. When something bad happens, they panic and sell their treats below their real value. This is the perfect opportunity for investors with available funds to buy undervalued cryptocurrencies. As a trader, you use your
experience to assess market conditions and fundamentals to predict when the market is more undervalued and likely to make a recovery soon. Then just do your trading and keep it during the period of fear and uncertainty, all while making a nice profit when the market returns to reason. Pros: It does not require any specialized high frequency trading software. You only need to
make a single transaction and you don't need to-the millisecond accuracy. When done correctly, you will benefit from the cryptocurrency's upward trajectory plus the amount underestimated. Cons: This is a fundamentally long-term approach, so you probably won't see quick gains. Timing is everything, and this strategy requires an excellent understanding of market conditions, as
well as a cool head in times of chaos. Strategy 3: Follow trendIf you think a trend will continue for a while, or if it is very difficult to predict when the price will change direction, following the trend is a more risk-a-risk strategy. With this strategy, trade with trend and not with fluctuations. If the market is on an upward trend, open only large transactions. If the market declines, you only
open short transactions. Trend followers begin to negotiate after a trend that has been established, and exit when the trend changes. This is also called Position Negotiation. There are several tools you can use to maximize profits and minimize risks, such as margin trading, leverage, and stop-loss orders. Shorting Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies can be done in several ways.
Just looking at the Bitcoin price chart for early 2018, you can see that those who spotted the downward trend in mid-January and made a short transaction would have made a 40% profit coming out a month later. Pros: It's a more counter risk strategy that works if the market goes up or down, and when the top the bottom of a market is not in sight. Cons: Encryption markets are
unpredictable. You need good mechanisms to protect against sudden changes in price direction. Strategy 4: Invest in Stake Coins To use this strategy, you need to do some serious research. Investment portfolios are changing, explains Christine Menedis, co-founder and CEO of lucky shepherd's portfolio of companies. We see We see beyond stocks. Many investor portfolios
today contain alternative investments such as gold, cryptocurrencies and commercial real estate. People take the time to look for investments that align with their personal values - all without sacrificing returns. Coins and stakes coupons are cryptocurrencies that align perfectly with the diversification goal, as they generate stake gains over time. You need to buy them, lock them
and bet, become a node validator on their respective network. To create new blocks and secure blockchain networks these validation nodes receive rewards. It's similar to mining, but instead of buying an expensive material you buy crypto assets that are easier to get rid of if you decide to redeem. There are many coins and stake brands such as DASH, NEO, Lisk, COSMOS,
Qtum, Waves, and Ethereum will also join the list in a few years. We do not recommend anything specific, you can choose the assets you like. Pros: It does not require any additional maintenance from you. After buying and locking the stake tokens, you can forget them until the next stake cycle. You can always sell them at any time, and don't underestimate as opposed to mining
material. Cons: You are still exposed to some extent to the ups and downs of the market. If the stake asset loses 50% in a bear market, 7% of the rewards won't be enough to compensate for it. Strategy 5: Invest in a Tokenized Crypto Fund If you want to take advantage of all the above strategies without having to actively manage a portfolio, there is a fifth option: tokenized crypto
funds. You may be familiar with traditional investment funds. These are groups of investment funds managed by a group of professional investors. These experts use a range of strategies, including those we have talked about, to earn returns on the entire capital within the fund. Investors in the group benefit from access to the skills of professional traders, while traders benefit from
having much more capital to do business with. It's a win-win. Until now, however, these types of funds were not available to cryptocurrency investors. Due to taxes, legal compliance, impracticality, fear and other reasons, most investment and hedge funds have little or no exposure to the large profits that can be found in the cryptocurrency market. Investors had to manage their
blockchain assets by hand. But that's all about to change. Tokenized Funds examplesThere are other examples of token encryption funds available. Crypto20 is a stand-alone organised fund that acts as an index fund for cryptocurrencies. Token-as-a-service (TAAS) is an actively managed fund for the blockchain ecosystem. An overview of top-5 cryptocurrencies can be found
below: PentaFund, Token-as-a-Service, Target Coin, Crypto20, COINBESTStrategy 6: Lending Lending crypto through lending platformsA one of the most interesting strategies for people who don't feel like they are the biggest traders. It requires building a crypto portfolio, but does not require sitting near a trading terminal, looking for standards and risking money. The only thing
you have to do is lend your funds to other people, gaining some interest. It's like a bank deposit, but in crypto. Do you think using your money to make more money instead of just holding it is better? Two or three years ago crypto was something far from the world of fiat money, and earning interest on crypto funds seemed like an impossible idea. Now it's real, and anyone can lend
crypto to platforms like Nexo (8% interest), Celsius (up to 10% interest) and Cryptolend (about 10% interest). Some of these platforms only accept stablecoins, some of them allow them to lend the most popular coins and chips. The majority of lending platforms insure their funds, so it is safe enough to use in this strategy. Just watch out for scammy platforms. Pros: You don't need
any experience with financial markets and investments, it doesn't require trading skills. It's like a passive income, you don't have to worry about anything, just earn interest over time. Cons: If it's not in your wallet, it's not your crypto. Even if it's relatively safe, you're still losing control of your funds, sending them to someone and hoping to get it back someday. It's sometimes you can
get it back, but in some cases you don't. Conclusion In times of panic, experienced investors usually come out on top. With the right strategies and a cool head, it is possible to turn a profit during all market conditions. Scalping, buying the bottom, following the trend, and buying stake assets are all proven tools in a trader's arsenal. Tokenized crypto funds are a way to take
advantage of all this and more without the legwork. Simply buying a token is enough to gain exposure to the awesome profits of the blockchain industry by guiding and protecting against advantages. Tokenized funds are one of the key products that will bring cryptocurrency into the mainstream, and the best time to get in is right now. The author is not related to any of the projects
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